
AS 301/AS 401: MATHEMATICS-ilI

UNIT_I:
Laplace Transform : Laplace transform, Existence theorem, Laplace transforms of
derivatives and integrals, Initial and final value theorems, Unit step function, Dirac- delta
function, Laplace transform of periodic fi.rnction, Inverse Laplace transform, Convolution
theorem, Application to solve simple linear and simultaneous differential equations.

UNIT_II:
Stntisticol Tcchniqucs: I\{omcnts, N{omcnt gcncrating funu[iuus, Skuwluss, Kur.[usis, Cur.ve
fitting, Method of least squares, Fitting of straight lines, Polynomials, Exponential curves,
Correlation, Linear, non-linear and multiple regression analysis, Binomial, Poisson and
Normal distributions, Tests of significations: Chi-square test, t-test.

UNIT_III:
Numerical Techniques-I : Zeroes of transcendental and polynomial equations using
Bisection method, Regula-falsi method and Newton-Raphson method, Rate of convergence
of above methods. Interpolation: Finite differences, Newton's forward and backward
interpolation,Lagrange's and Newton's divided difference formula for unequal intervals.

UNIT_IV:
Numerical Techniques-Il: Solution of system of linear equations, Matrix Decomposition
methods, Jacobi method, Gauss- Seidel method. Numerical differentiation, Numerical
integration,Trapezoidal rule, Simpson's one third and three-eight rules, Solution of ordinary
differential equations (first order, second order and simultaneous) by Euler's. Picard's and
fourth-order Runge- Kutta methods.

UNIT_V:
Integral Transforms: Fourier integral, Complex Fourier transform, Inverse Transforms,

Convolution Theorems, Fourier sine and cosine transform, Applications of Fourier transform
to simple one dimensional heat transfer equations, wave equations and Laplace equations, Z-
transform and its application to solve difference equations.

Test Books:
1. Peter V. O'Neil, Advance Engineering Mathematics Thomson (Cengage) Learning,

2007.
Z Jain, Iyenger & Jain, Numerical Methods for Scientific and Engineering

Computation, New Age International, New Delhi.
3. JN Kapur, Mathematical Statistics, S. Chand & company Ltd.
4. BS Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna publishers.
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Reference Books:
1. RK Jain & SRK Iyenger, Advance Engineering Mathematics, Narosa Publication

House.
2. Chandrika Prasad, Advanced Mathematics for Engineers, Prasad Mudralaya,1996-
3. S. S. Sastry, Introductory Methods of Numerical Analysis, PHI Learning Pvt. Limited,

New Delhi
4. E. Balagurusamy, Numerical Methods, Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company

Limited, New Delhi
5. T. Veeraian& T- Ramchandrandran- Theorv & Prohlems in Nnmerical Mefhndq
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T. Veerajan& T. Ramchandrandran, Theory & Problems in Numerical Methods
TMH, New Delhi.



SEMESTER.III

THERMODYNAMICS
L-T-P
3-2-0

LINIT-I Review of Fundamental Concepts and Definitions:
Introduction- Basic Concepts: System, ControlVolume, Surrounding, Boundaries, Universe, Types of Systems,
Macroscopic and Microscopicviewpoints, Concept of Continuum, Thermodynamic Equilibrium, State, Property,
Process, Exact & Inexact Differentials, Cycle Reversibility Quasi - static Process, Irreversible Process, Causes of
Irreversibility Energy and its forms, Work and heat (sign convention), Gas laws, Ideal gas, Real gas, Law of
corresponding states, Property ofmixture ofgases, electrical, magnetic,gravitational, spring and shaft work.
Zeroth law of thermodynamics:Concept of Temperature and its'measurement, Temperature scales.

First law of thermodynamics:
First Law for Flow Processes - Derivation ofgeneral energy equation for a control volume;Steady state steady flow
processes including throttling; Examples of steady flow devices;Unsteady processes; examples of steady and
unsteady I law applications for system andcontrol volume. Limitations of first law of thermodynamics, PMM-I.
Steady flow systems and their analysis, Steady flow energy equation, Boilers, Condensers, Turbine, Throttling
process, Pumps etc

UNIT-2 Second law of thermodynamics:
Thermal reservoirs, Energy conversion, Heat engines, Efficiency, Reversed heat engine, Heat pump, Refrigerator,
Coefficient of Performance, Kelvin Planck and Clausius statement of second law of thermodynamics, Equivalence
of the two statements. Reversible and irreversible processes, Carnot cycle and Camot engine, Carnot theorem and
it's corollaries, Thermodynamic Temperature Scale, PMM-II.
Entropy: Clausius inequality, Concept of Entropy, Entropy change of pure substance in different thermodynamic
processes, Tds equation, Principle of entropy increase, T-S diagram, Statement of the third law of thermodynamics.

UNIT-3 Availability and Irreversibility:
Available and unavailable energy, Availability and Ineversibility, Second 1aw efficiency, Helmholtz & Gibb's
function.
Thermodynamic relations:
Conditions for exact differentials. Maxwell relations, Clapeyron equation, Joule-Thompson coeffrcient and
Inversion curve. Coefficient of volume expansion. Adiabatic and Isothermal compressibilitv

LINIT-4 Properties ofsteam and Rankine cycle:
Pure substance, Property ofPure Substance (steam), Triple point, Critical point, Saturation states, Sub-cooled liquid
state, Superheated vapour state, Phase transformation process ofwater, Graphical representation ofpressure,
volume and temperature, P-T, P-V and P-h diagrams, T-S and H-S diagrams, use of properfy diagram, Steam-Tables
&Moller chart, Dryness factor and it's measurement, processes involving steam in closed and open systems. Simple
Rankine cycle.
Air-water vapour mixture and Psychrometry: Psychometric terms and their definitions, Psychometric chart,
Different Psychometric processes and their representation on Psychometric chart

LINIT-5 Refrigeration Cycles:
Reversed Camot Cycle for gas and vapour. Refiigeration capacity, unit ofrefrigeration.Air Refiigeration cycles; Reversed Brayton
Cycle and Bell Coleman Cycle. Vapour compression reffigeration cycle; simple saturated cycle and actual vapour compression
refrigeration cycle. Analysis ofcycles, effect ofsuperheating, sub-cooling and change in evaporator and condenser pressure on
performance ofvapour compression refrigeration cycle. Refrigerants; their classification and desirable properties. Vapour
absorption refrigeration system

Books and References:
l-Basic and Applied Thermodynamics by PK Nag, MCGRAW HILL INDIA.
2-Thermodynamics for Engineers by Kroos& Potter, Cengage Learning.
3-Thermodynamics by Shavit and Gutfinger, CRC Press.
4-Thermodynamics- An Engineering Approach by Cengel, MCGRAW HILL INDIA.
5-Basic Engineering Thermodynamics, Joel, Pearson.
6-Engineering Thermodynamics by Dhar, Elsevier..



MATERIALS ENGINEERING
L-T-P
2_0-0

UNIT.I

Crystal Structure: Unit cells, Metallic crystal structures, Ceramics. Imperfection in solids:Point, line,
interfacial and volume defects; dislocation strengthening mechanisms and slipsystems, critically resolved
shear stress.

Mechanical Property measurement: Tensile, compression and torsion tests; Young'smodulus,
relations between true and engineering stress-strain curves, generalized Hooke'slaw, yielding and
yield strength, ductility, resilience, toughness and elastic recovery;Hardness: Rockwell, Brinell and
Vickers and their relation to strensth.

LINIT-II

Static failure theories: Ductile and brittle failure mechanisms, Tresca, Von-mises, Maximumnormal stress,
Mohr-Coulomb and Modified Mohr-Coulomb; Fracture mechanics:Introduction to Stress-intensity factor
approach and Griffith criterion. Fatigue failure: Highcycle fatigue, Stress-life approach, SN curve, endurance
and fatigue limits, effects of meanstress using the Modified Goodman diagram; Fracture with fatigue,
Introduction to non-destructive testing (NDT).

LINIT-III

Alloys, substitutional and interstitial solid solutions- Phase diagrams: Interpretation of binaryphase
diagrams and microstructure development; eutectic, peritectic, peritectoid and monotectic reactions. Iron
Iron-carbide phase diagram and microstructural aspects ofledeburite, austenite, ferrite and cementite,
cast iron.

LINIT-IV

Heat treatment of Steel: Annealing, tempering, normalising and spheroidising, isothermaltransformation
diagrams for Fe-C alloys and microstructure development. Continuouscooling curves and interpretation
of final microstructures and properties-austempering,martempering, case hardening, carburizing,
nitriding, cyaniding, carbo-nitriding, flame andinduction hardening, vacuum and plasma hardening.

LINIT-V

Alloying of steel, properties of stainless steel and tool steels, maraging steels- cast irons;grey, white,
malleable and spheroidal cast irons- copper and copper alloys; brass, bronze andcupro-nickel;
Aluminium and Al-cu - Mg alloys- Nickel based superalloys and ritaniumalloys.

Books and References:



4-Mechanics of materials by James M.Gere.
5-Introduction to engineering materials by B.K. Agarwal.
6-Physical metallurgy and advanced materials by R.E. Smallman.
7-Engineering mechanics of composite materials by Isaac M. Daniel.
8-U. C. Jindal, "Engineering Materials and Metallurgy", Pearson, 201 l.

MATERIAL TESTING LAB
L-T-P
0-0-2

List of Experiments: (At least 8 of the following)

1. Strength test of a given mild steel specimen on UTM with full details and stress versus strain
plot on the machine.

2. Other tests such as shear, bend tests on UTM.
3. Impact test on impact testing machine like Charpy, Izod or both.
4. Hardness test of given specimen using Rockwell and Vickers/Brinell testing machines.
5. Spring index test on spring testing machine.
6. Fatigue test on fatigue testing machine.
7. Creep test on creep testing machine.
8. Experiment on deflection of beam, comparison of actual measurement of deflection with dial

gauge to the calculated one, and or evaluation of young's modulus of beam.
9. Torsion test of a rod using torsion testing machine.
10. Study ofNDT (non-destructive testing) methods like magnetic flaw detector,

detector, eddy current testing machine, dye penetrant tests.
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FLUID MECHANICS AND FLUID MACHINES
L-T-P
3- 1-0

TINIT-I

Definition of fluid, Newton's law of viscosity, Units and dimensions-Properties of fluids,mass density,
specific volume, specific gravity, viscosity, iompressibility and surfacetension, Incompressible flow,
Bernoulli's equation and its applications - Pitot tube, orifice meter, venturi meter and bend meter, notches and
weirs, momentum equation and its application to pipe bends.

LiNIT-II

Continuum & free molecular flows. Steady and unsteady, uniform and non-uniform, laminar and
turbulent flows, rotational and irrotational flows, compressible and incompressible flows, subsonic, sonic
and supersonic flows, sub-critical, critical and supercritical flows, one, two- and three-dimensional
flows, streamlines, continuify equation for 3D and 1D flows, circulation, stream function and velocity
potential. Buckingham's Pi theorem, important dimensionless numbers and their significance.

LINIT-III

Equation of motion for laminar flow through pipes, turbulent flow, isotropic, homogenous
turbulence, scale and intensity of turbulence, measurement of turbulence, eddy viscosity, resistance
to flow, minor losses, pipe in series and parallel, power transmission through a pipe, siphon, water
hammer, three reservoir problems and pipe networks.

Boundary layer thickness, boundary layer over a flat plate,laminar boundary layer, application of
momentum equation, turbulent boundary layer, laminar sublayer, separation and its control, Drag and
lift, drag on a sphere, a two-dimensional cylinder, and an aerofoil, Magnus effect.

LINIT-IV

Introduction to hydrodynamic thrust ofjet on a fixed and moving surface, Classification of turbines,

Impulse turbines, Constructional details, Velocity triangles, Power and efficiency calculations,

Governins of Pelton wheel.

k



TINIT-V

Classifications of centrifugal pumps, Vector diagram, Work done by impellor, Efficiencies of centrifugal
pumps, Specific speed, Cavitation & separation, Performance characteristics. Reciprocating pump
theory, Slip, Indicator diagram, Effect of acceleration, air vessels, Comparison of centrifugal and
reciprocating pumps, Performance characteristics.

Books and References:
l-Introduction to fluid mechanics and Fluid machines by S.K Som, Gautam Biswas, S Chakrabofi.
2-Fluid mechanics and machines by R.K Bansal.
3-F. M. White, Fluid Mechanics, 6th Ed., Tata McGraw-Hill, 2008.
4-Fluid Mechanics and Its Applications byV.K.Gupta et.al.
5-Fluid Mechanics byYunusCengel.
6-Batchelor, G. K. (1999). Introduction to fluid dynamics. New Delhi, India: Cambridge University Press.
7-Acheson, D. i. (1990). Elementary fluid dynamics. New York, USA: Oxford UniversityPress.
8R.W. Fox, A.T. McDonald and P.J. Pritchard, Introduction to Fluid Mechanics, 6th Ed., John Wiley, 2004

FLUID MECHANICS LAB

L-T-P
0-0-2

List of Experiments:(At least 8 of the following)

1. 1-To determine the coefficient of impact for vanes.
2. To determine coefficient of discharge of an orifice meter.
3. To determine the coefficient of discharge of Notch (V and Rectangular Wpes).
4. To determine the friction factor for the pipes.
5. To determine the coefficient of discharge of venturi meter.
6. To determine the coefficient of discharge, contraction & velocity of an orifice.
7. To veri$ the Bernoulli's Theorem.
8. To find critical Reynolds number for a pipe flow.
9. To determine the meta-centric height of a floating body.
10. To determine the minor losses due to sudden enlargement, sudden contraction and
1L To show the velocity and pressure variation with radius in a forced vertex flow.
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STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
LTP
300

UNIT I STRESS, STRAIN AND DETORMATICN OF SOLIDS

Rigid bodies and deformable solids - Tension, Compression and Shear Stresses - Deformation of simple
and compound bars - Thermal stresses - Elastic constants - Volumetric strains -stresses on inclined
planes - principal stresses and principal planes - Mohr's circle of stress.

UNIT II TRANSVHRSE LOADING ON BEAMS AND SYRESSES IN BEAM

Beams - types transverse loading on beams - Shear force and bending moment in beams - Cantilevers -
Simply supported beams and over - hanging beams. Theory of simple bending- bending stress
distribution - Load carrying capacity - Proportioning of sections - Flitched beams - Shear stress
distribution.

UNIT 
'IITORSION

Torsion formulation stresses and deformation in circular and hollows shafts - Stepped shafts- Deflection
in shafts fixed at the both ends - Stresses in helical springs - Deflection of helical springs, carriage
springs.

UNIT IV DEFLECTION OF BEAMS

Double Integration method - Macaulay's method - Area moment method for computation of slopes
deflections in beams - Conjugate beam and strain energy - Maxwell's reciprocal theorems.

UNIT V THIN CYLINDER$. SP}IERES AruO TUICX CYLINDERS

Stresses in thin cylindrical shell due to internal pressure circumferential and longitudinal and
deformation in thin and thick cylinders - spherical shells subjected to internal pressure

\-$q \u\ (
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spherical shells - Lame's theorem.
rmation



ADVANCED WELDING TECHNOLOGY
L-T-P
2-0-0

Unit-I

Introduction : Importance and application of welding, classification of welding process. Selection of
welding process. 2 Brief review of conventional welding process : Gas welding, Arc welding, MIG, TIG
welding. Resistance welding. Electroslag welding, Friction welding etc. Welding of MS.CI, Al, Stainless
steel & Maurer/Schaefflar Diagram. Soldering &Brazing.

Unit-[

Advanced welding Techniques- Principle and working and application of advanced welding techniques
such as Plasma Arc welding, Laser beam welding, Electron beam welding, Ultrasonic welding etc.

Unit-III

Advanced welding Techniques (continued) : Principle and working and application of advanced welding
techniques such as explosive welding/ cladding, Underwater welding, Spray-welding / Metallising, Hard
facing.

Unit-IV

Weld Design,: Welding machines/equipments and its characteristics and arc-stability, Weld defe
distortion and,its remedies, Inspection/testing of welds, Weld Design, Welding of pipeJines and
vessels. Life predication. Thermal and Metallurgical consideration.: Thermal considerations for
temperature distribution, AnalyticaBmpirical analysis/formulae, heating & cooling curves.
Metallurgical consideration of weld, HAZ and Parent metal, micrq&



weld and properties.

. Welding Hand Book

. Metal Casting and Joining - John.K.C- PHI Publications

. Welding & Welding Technology- Richard L Little. Mc Graw Hill

. Welding Principles and Practices - EdwardR. Bohnart , Mc Graw Hill, 4th Edition.

SEMESTER-4TH
L-T-P
3-2-0

AS 401 INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY

Unit Topic

I

Industrial Sociology: Nature, Scope and Importance
Social Relations in Industry, Social Organisation in
Scientific Manasement and Human Relations.

of Industrial Sociology.
Industry- Bureaucracy,

II

Rise and Development of Industry: Early Industrialism - Types of Productive
Systems - The Manorial or Feudal system. The Guild system, The domestic or
putting-out system, and the Factory system. Characteristics of the factory system.

Causes and Consequences of industrialization. Obstacles to and Limitations of
Industrialization.

ilI
Industrialization in India. Industrial Policy Resolutions - 1956.Science.
Technology and Innovation Policy of India 2013.

Contemporary
Disputes: caur

w
Grievances and Grievance handling Procedure. Industrial
kes and Lockouts. Preventive Machinery of Industrial

0
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Disputes: Schemes of Workers Participation in Management- Works Committee,
Collective Bargaining, Bi-partite & Tri-partite Agreement, Code of Discipline,
Standing Orders. Labour courts & Industrial Tribunals.

References:
1 . PREMVIR KAPOOOR, Sociology & Economics for Engineers, Khanna Publishing House (Edition 2018).

2. GISBERT PASCAL, Fundamentals of Industrial sociology, Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi, 1972.

2. SCHNEIDER ENGNO V., Industrial Sociology 2ndEd., McGraw Hill Publishing Co., New Delhi, 1979.

3. MAMORIA C.B. And MAMORIA S., Dynamics of Industrial Relations in India.

4. SINHA G.P. and P.R.N. SINHA, Industrial Relations and Labour Legislations, New Delhi, Oxford and IBH

Publishing Co., 1977.

5. S.C. SHARMA, Industrial Safety and Health Management, Khanna Book Publishing Co. (P) Ltd., Delhi (ISBN: 978-

93-86173-188)

5. NADKARNI, LAKSHMI, Sociology of Industrial Worker, Rawat, Jaipur,1998.

6. BHOWMICK SHARIT, Industry, Labour and Society,Orient,2012.

RICHARD BROWN, JOHN CHILD, AND S R PARKER, The Sociology of Industry lst Edition, Routledge, 2015.

APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS
L-T-P
3-2-0

UNIT I

Introduction to solid, liquid and gaseous fuels- Stoichiometry, exhaust gas analysis- First lawanalysis of
combustion reactions- Heat calculations using enthalpy tables- Adiabatic flametemperature-Chemical
equilibrium and equilibrium composition calculations using freeenergy.Introduction and Otto, Diesel and
Dual cycles.

LINIT II

Vapour Power cycles:
Vapor power cycles Rankine cycle with superheat, reheat and regeneration, exergy analysis. Rankine
cycle, effect of pressure and temperature on Rankine cycle, Reheat cycle, Regenerative cycle, Feed
water heaters, Binary vapour cycle, Combined cycles, Cogeneration.

Fuels and Combustion: Combustion analysis, heating values, air requirement, AirlFuel ratio, s

heat of reaction and effect of temperature on standard heat of reaction, heat of formation, Adiabati
flame temperature.

Visualizing the future: Models of industrialization- Collectivist, anarchist, free
market, environmentalist, etc. Cultural issues, consumer society and sociological
concerns.

LTNIT III
,\*\
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Boilers: Classifications and working of boilers, boiler mountings and accessories, Draught and its
calculations, air pre-heater, feed water heater, super heater. Boiler efficiency, Equivalent evaporation.
Boiler trial and heat balance.

Condenser: Classification of condenser, air leakage, condenser performance parameters.

LINIT TV

Steam and Gas Nozzles: Flow through Convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles, variation of
velocity, area and specific volume, choked flow, throat area, Nozzle efficiency, Off design operation of
nozzle, Shock waves stationary normal shock waves, Effect of friction on nozzle, Super saturated flow.

Steam Turbines: Classification of steam turbine, Impulse and Reaction turbines, Staging, Stage and
Overall efficiency, reheat factor, Bleeding, Velocity diagram of simple and compound multistage
impulse and reaction turbines and related calculations, work done, efficiencies of reaction, Impulse
reaction turbines, state point locus, Losses in steam turbines, Governing of turbines, Comparison
with steam engine.

UNIT V

Gas Turbine: Gas turbine classification, Brayton cycle, Principles of gas turbine, Gas turbine cycles
with intercooling, reheat and regeneration and their combinations, Stage efficiency, Polytropic
efficiency. Deviation of actual cycles from ideal cycles
Jet Propulsion: Introduction to the principles ofjet propulsion, Turbojet and turboprop engines andtheir
processes, Principle of rocket propulsion, Introduction to Rocket Engine.

Reciprocating compressors, staging of reciprocating compressors, optimal stage pressureratio, effect of
intercooling, minimum work for multistage reciprocating compressors.

Books and References:
1. Basic and Applied Thermodynamics by P.K. Nag, mcgraw hill india.
2. Applied thermodynamics by Onkar Singh, New Age International.
3. Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists by Eastop, Pearson Education.
4. Applied Thermodynamics by Venkanna And Swati, PHI.

APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS LAB
L-T-P
0-0-2

List of Experiments: (At least 8 of the following)

1. Study of Fire Tube boiler.
2. Study of Water Tube boiler.
3. Study and working of Two stroke petrol Engine.
4. Study and working of Four stroke petrol Engine.
5. Determination of Indicated H.P. of I.C. Engine by Morse
6. Prepare the heat balance sheet for Diesel Engine test rig.
7. Prepare the heat balance sheet for Petrol Engine test rig.
8. Study and working of two stroke Diesel Engine.

Test.

9. Study and working of four stroke Diesel Engine.
10. Study of Velocity compounded steam turbine. \ rlt
1 1. Study of Pressure compounded steam turbine. MN \
12. Study of Impulse & Reaction turbine. ^ 

- \\'
13. Study of steam Engine model.

12



14. Study of Gas Turbine Model.

MANUFACTURING PROCBSSES

L-T-P
3-2-0

LINIT-I
Conventional Manufacturing processes: A 0/'
Casting and moulding: Metal casting processes and equipment, Heat transfer andsolidification, I t f
shrinkage, riser design, casting defects and residual stresses.Introduction to bulk and sheet metal \U
forming, plastic deformation and yield criteria;fundamentals of hot and cold working processes; load
estimation for bulk forming (forging,rolling, extrusion, drawing) and sheet forming (shearing, deep
drawing, bending) principlesof powder metallurgy.

UNIT.II
Metal cutting: Single and multi-point cutting; Orthogonal cutting, various force compone
formation, Tool wear and tool life, Surface finish and integritytrltztachinability, cutting

^,/
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cufting fluids, Coating; Turning, Drilling, Milling and finishing processes,Introduction to CNC
machining.Additive manufacturing: Rapid prototyping and rapid toolingJoining/fastening processes:
Physics of welding, brazingand soldering;design considerationsin welding,solid and liquid state joining
processes;Adhesive bonding.

LTNIT-III
Grinding & Super finishing:
Grinding: Grinding wheels, abrasive & bonds, cutting action. Grinding wheel specification. Grinding
wheel wear - attritions wear, fracture wear. Dressing and Truing. Max chip thickness and Guest criteria.
Surface and cylindrical grinding. Centreless grinding. Super finishing: Honing, lapping and polishing.

LINIT-IV
Metal Joining (Welding):
Survey of welding and allied processes. Gas welding and cutting, process and equipment. Arc welding:
Power sources and consumables. TIG & MIG processes and their parameters. Resistance welding - spot,
seam projection etc. Other welding processes such as atomic hydrogen, submerged arc, electroslag,
friction welding. Soldering &Brazing. Adhesive bonding. weld decay inHAZ.

LINIT-V
Unconventional Machining Processes :

Abrasive Jet Machining, Water Jet Machining, Abrasive Water Jet Machining, UltrasonicMachining,
principles and process parameters. Electrical Discharge Machining, principle and processes parameters,
MRR, surface finish,tool wear, dielectric, power and control circuits, wire EDM;Electro-chemical
machining(ECM), etchant &maskant, process parameters, MRR and surface finish.Laser Beam
Machining (LBM), Plasma Arc Machining (PAM) and Electron BeamMachining.

Books and References:
1. Kalpakjian and Schmid, Manufacturing processes for engineering materials (5th Edition)-

Pearson India,2014.
2. Mikell P. Groover, Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing: Materials, Processes, and Systems.
3. Manufacturing Technology by P.N. Rao., MCGRAW HILL INDIA.
4. Materials and Manufacturing by Paul Degarmo
5. Manufacturing Processes by Kaushish, PHI.
6. Principles of Foundry Technology, Jain, MCGRAW HILL
7. Production Technology by RK Jain.
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MEA$UREMET{T & METROLOGY

LTP

320

Unit-l: Mechanical Measurement

Need of mechanical measurement, Basic definitions: Hysteresis, Liuearity, Resolution of measuring
instnxnents, Thresliold, Drift, Zero stability, l:ading effect and system response. Measuren:ent methods,
Generalized Measureinent system, Static perfbrmance charactei'istics, Errors and their classification.

Unit-2: Linear and angular measurements

Linear Measurement Instruments, Veraier calliper, Micrometer, lntelal measurements: Slip gauges,
Checking of slip gauges for surface quality, Optical flat, Limit gauges, Problems on mcasur€menis wirh
gauge.

Unit-3: Measurement of Force, Torque and Strain

Force me*suremeni: lcad cells, cantilever beams, proving lings, diff'erential transfb:ryners. Measurement of'
torque: Torsion bar dynam<ll1leter! servo controlled dynarnclmeter, absorption dynamometers. Powe:r
Measuretnents. Measnrement olstrain: Mechanical strain gauges, electrical skain gauges, strain gauge:
materials, gauge factors, theory of strain gauges and method of measurement, bridge arrangement,
terrnperature cclmpensation.

Unit-4: Displacement, Velocity/Speed, and Acceleration, Measurement

Working principal ol'Resistive Potentieimeter, Linear variable dillerential transducers. Electro Magnetic
Transducers, Mechanical. Electrical and Photoelectric Tachometers, Piezi:electric Accelerometer, Seismic
r\ccelerolneter

Unit-S: Temperature measurement

Ten:perafui'e Measuring l)evices: Thermoccluples, Resistance Temperarure f)etectors, Thermistor, l,iqu
in glass Thermometers, Pressure Thermometers, Pyrometer, Bimetallic strip. Clalibration cf temperat
measnring devices. Numerical Exarnples oir Flow Measurement.

N



Measurement & metrology lab

LTP

320

1. Measurement using Optical Projector / Toolmaker Microscope.

2. Measurement of angle using Sine Center / Sine bar / bevel protractor

3. Measurement of alignment using Autocollirnator / Roller set

4. Measurement of cutting tool forces using a) Lathe tool Dynamometer OR b) Drill
tool Dynamometer.

5. Measurement of Screw threads Parameters using two wire or Three-wire methods.

6. Measurement of Sudace roughness, using Tally Surf/Mechanical Comparator.

7. Measurement of gear tooth profile using gear tooth Vernier /Gear tooth
micrometer.

8. Calibration of Micrometer using slip gauges. 9. Measurement

\o\ &



ELECTRICAL MACHINil, & AIITOS{ATIC COI{TROL

LTP

320

UNTT I
Single phase Transformer: Efficiency Voltage regulation, 0.C.& S.C. Tests.

Three Phase Tratsformer: Three phase transfonner connecticns, Auto Transformer: Volt-
Amp relaticns,

F*fi cicncy, A clvantages & D i sadvantages, Appl ications.

D.C. Motors: Ccncepr <lf starting, Speed control. I-osses and Hfficiency {simple numericals
only)

UIVTT II
Three phase lnductioa Motor: Constnrction. Equivalent circuit, Tarque equatioll and torque-
slip

characteristics, Speed control (simple nilmericals cnly).
Aitemati:r: Construction, e.rr.f. equation, Voltage reguiation and its detennination by
synchroncus

impedance methcd. {sirnple numericals only}
Synchronous Motcr (ccnceptual treatment only): Starting, Effect of excitation on line
curuent (V-curves)"

Synchronous ccndenser.

Sewo Motor: Tr.vo phase AC and DC servc rnotors & their applicaticns.

UNIT III
Modeling o{'Mec,hanical Syster:::: Linear mechanical elerrents, Force-voltage and furce-
currc:lt analcgy.

f,lectrical analog af simple mechanical systerns; Concept of fransfbr: finction & its
determination fbr
sirnple syst€ms.

Control System: Open loop & closed loop controls systems: advantages and disadr.'antages.

Signals: lJnit step, Unit ramp, Unit impulse and Periodic signals with their mathematical
representation

and characteristics.

UIYIT IV
Time Response Analysis: Tinre response cl'a standard second order system and response

specifications.

Stabitify: Concept and types of stability, Routh Hunvitz Criterion and its appli{ation tbry
dctcnnination of I \d\
stability, Limitaticns (simple numerical onl.v); Only conceptual treailnent of P$lar plct. \ \'
Nyquist stability



criterion and assessment of stability.

UNIT V
Root Locus Techniques: Concept of root locus, construction of'root loci. Bode plot, Gain
margin and

Phase margin and their detennination.
Process control: Introduction to P, PI and PID controllers thsir characteristics.
representation and

applications.

Books and Referenc€s:
1. I. J. Nagrath & D. P. Kothari, "Electrical machines", Tata McGraw Hitl.
2. P.S.Birnbhra, "Electrical Machirery", Khanna Publishers
3. K. Ogata, "Modern Control Engineering", Prentice Hall of India.
4. Ghosh, "Conh'oi Systerns: Theory and Applications", Pearson

5. B.C. Kuo, "Automalic Contr:ol systems", Wiley India Ltd.
6. D. Rcy Choudhary, "Modern Controi Engineering" Prentice }"Iall of Inciia.
7. M. Copal, "Control Systems: Principles and Design" Tata McCraw Hill.
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PRODUCTION PLANNING & CONTROL

LTP

320

Unit-I

Introduction:Types and characteristics of Manufacturing systems and Production systems,
Objective and functions of Production, Planning & Control, organization

Preplanning:Forecasting & Market Analysis.Factory Location & Layout, Equipment policy and
replacement. Preplanning production, capacity planning

Unit-II

Production Planning:Product development and design. BEP, profit volume chart, Material
Resource Planning, Selection of material, methods, machines & manpower. Routing, Loading,
Scheduling, Job shop scheduling, sequencing of production operation, line balancing

Unit-III

ProductionControl:Dispatching rules, dispatching of work card, move card, inspection card and
reports, Control boards and charts. Expediting, progress reporting, corrective action, change in
schedules.

Unit-IV

Evaluation and Analysis:Elements of network and its development, Introduction to CPM and
PERT techniques.

LINIT-V

Material Planning and Control:Field and scope, material planning, inventories, types and
classification, ABC analysis, economic lot (batch) size,leadtime and reorder point, modern
trends in purchasing, store keeping, store operations, Introduction to manufacturing resource
planning (MRP) and enterprise resource planning (ERP)

Books and References:

l-Elements of Production Plannins & Control
Corporation.

by Samuel Eilon, Universal Publishing

2-Production Planning & Control& Industrial Management by K.C.
Agarwal, Khanna Publishers.

n and L.N.
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3. Modem Production/Operations Management by E.S. Buffa , Wiley.

Production System: Planning, Analysis, and Control by J.L.
Riggs,Wiley.

Production Planning and Inventory Managementby J.F. Magee
BOODMAN, McGraw Hill.

Industrial Engg& Management by O.P. Khanna, DhanpatRai

4.

5.

6.

vid Morris
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5t" SEMESTER

MACHINE DBSIGN-I

LTP

300

LINIT I

Introduction

Definition, Design requirements of machine elements, Design procedure, Standards in design,
Selection of preferred sizes, Indian Standards designation of carbon & alloy steels, Selection of
materials for static and fatigue loads.

Design for Static Load:Modes of failure, Factor of safety, Principal stresses, Stresses due to
bending and torsion, Theory of failure.

UNIT II

Design for Fluctuating Loads Cyclic stresses, Fatigue and endurance limit, Stress concentration
factor,Stress concentration factor for various machine parts, Notch sensitivity, Design for finite
and infinite life, Soderberg, Goodman & Gerber criteria.

Riveted Joints

Riveting methods, materials, Types of rivet heads, Types of riveted joints, Caulking and
Fullering, Failme of riveted joint, Efficiency of riveted joint, Design of boiler joints, Eccentric
loaded riveted joint.

LINIT III

Shafts:

Cause of failure in shafts, Materials for shaft, Stresses in shafts, Design of shafts subjected to
twisting moment, bending moment and combined twisting and bending moments, Shafts
subjected to fatigue loads, Design for rigidity.

UNIT IV

Mechanical Springs

Types, Material for helical springs, End connections for compression and
springs, Stresses and deflection of helical springs of circular wire, Design

tension helical
of helical springs

subjected to static and fatigue loading.

\$\
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LINIT V

Keys and Couplings

Types of keys, splines, Selection of square & flat keys, Strength of sunk key, Couplings,
Design of rigid and flexible couplings.

Power Screws:Forms of threads, multiple threads, Efficiency of square threads, Trapezoidal
threads, Stresses in screws, Design of screwjac

Note: Design data book is allowed in the examination

Books and References:

1. Design of Machine Elements,V.B. Bhandari,TataMcGraw Hill Co.

2. Machine Design-Sharma and Agrawal, S.K. Kataria&Sons.

3. Machine Design, U C Jindal, Pearson Eductaion.

4. Design of Machine Elements, Sharma and Purohit, PHI.

5. Design of Machine Elements-M.F. Spott, Pearson Eductaion

6. Machine Design-Maleev and Hartman, CBS Publishers.
7. Mechanical Engineering Design, 9e - Joseph E. Shigely, McGraw Hill Education.

8. Elements of Machine Component Design, Juvinal&Marshek, John Wiley & Sons.
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COMPUTER AIDED MACHINB DRAWING-I LAB

L-T-P

0-0-2

UNIT-I

Introduction (1 drawing sheets)

Introduction, classification of machine drawings, principles of drawing, conventional representation of
machine components and materials, lines, types of lines, dimensioning types, lines and rules of
dimensioning.

Orthographic Projections (3 drawing sheets)

Introduction to orthographic projection, concept of first angle and third angle projection, drawing of simple
machine elements in first angle projection, missing line problems, principle of visualization of objects,
sectional views, full and half sectional views. auxiliarv views.

LINIT-II

Fasteners (2 drawing sheets):Temporary and permanent fasteners, thread nomenclature and forms, thread
series, designation, representation of threads, bolted joints, locking arrangement of nuts, screws, washers,
foundation bolts etc., keys, types of keys, cotter and knuckle joints.

LINIT.III

Riveted joints (l drawing sheet):Introduction, rivets and riveting, types of rivets, types of riveted joints,
drawing of boiler joints etc.

Free hand sketching (l drawing sheet)

Introduction, Need for free hand sketching, Free hand sketching of foundation bolts, studs, pulleys,
couplings etc.

LINIT-IV

Assembly drawing (2 drawing sheets):Introduction to assembly drawing, drawing assembly drawing of
simple machine elements like rigid or flexible coupling, muff coupling, Plummer block, footstep
bearing. bracket etc.

LINIT-V

Computer aided drafting (l drawing)



Introduction to computer aided drafting; advantages and applications of CAD, concepts of computer aided
2D drafting using any drafting software like AutoCAD, Solid Edge, Draft Sight etc., basic draw and
modiff commands, making 2D drawings of simple machine parts.

Course Outcomes:

Upon completion of this course, the students can use computer and CAD software formodelling
mechanical components.

Books and References:

Fundamentals of Machine Drawing by Sadhu Singh & Shah, PHI.

Engineering Drawing by Bhat, & Panchal, Charotar Publishing House.

Machine Drawing with AutoCAD by Pohit and Ghosh, Pearson.

Machine Drawing-Kl Narayana, P Kannaiah, KV Reddy, New Age.

Machine Drawing, N. Siddeshswar, P Kannaiah, VVS Shastry, Tata McGraw Hill.

Engineering Drawing, Pathak, Wiley.

Textbook of Machine Drawing, K C John, PHI.

AutoCAD 2074 for Engineers & Designers, Bhatt, WILEY
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HEAT & MASS TRANSFER

LTP

320
UNIT-1

Introduction to Heat Transfer:

Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer. Modes of Heat Transfer: Conduction, convection and
radiation. Effect of temperature on thermal conductivity of materials; Introduction to
combined heat transfer mechanism.

Conduction :

General differential heat conduction equation in the rectangular, cylindrical and spherical
coordinate systems.Initial and boundary conditions.

Steady State one-dimensional Heat conduction :Simple and Composite Systems in rectangular,
cylindrical and spherical coordinates with and without energy generation; Concept of thermal
resistance.Analogy between heat and electricity flow; Thermal contact resistance and over all heat
transfer coefficient; Critical radius of insulation.

LINIT-2 Fins:Heat transfer from extended surfaces, Fins of uniform cross-sectional area; Errors of
measurement of temperature in thermometer wells.

Transient Conduction:Transient heat conduction; Lumped capacitance method; Time constant;
Unsteady state heat conduction in one dimension only, Heisler charts.

UNIT-3

Forced Convection:Basic concepts; Hydrodynamic boundary layer; Thermal boundary layer;
Approximate integral boundary layer analysis; Analogy between momentum and heat transfer in
turbulent flow over a flat surface; Mixed boundary layer1' Flow over a flat plate; Flow across a

single cylinder and a sphere; Flow inside ducts; Thermal entrance region, Empirical heat transfer
relations; Relation between fluid friction and heat transfer; Liquid metal heat transfer.

Natural Convection :

Physical mechanism of natural convection; Buoyant force; Empirical heat transfer relati
for natural convection over vertical planes and cylinders, horizontal plates and cyli
sphere, Combined free and forced convection.

>/,\=-
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TINIT-4

Thermal Radiation :

Basic radiation concepts; Radiation properties of surfaces; Black body radiation Planck's
law, Wein's displacement law, Stefan Boltzmann law, Kirchoff s law; ; Gray body; Shape
factor; Black-body radiation; Radiation exchange between diffuse non black bodies in an
enclosure; Radiation shields; Radiation combined with conduction and convection;
Absorption and emission in gaseous medium; Solar radiation; Green house effect.

UNIT-5

Heat Exchanger :

Types of heat exchangers; Fouling factors; Overall heat transfer coefficient; Logarithmic
mean temperature difference (LMTD) method; Effectiveness-NTU method; Compact heat
exchangers.

Condensation and Boiling:

Introduction to condensation phenomena; Heat transfer relations for laminar film
condensation on vertical surfaces and on outside & inside of a horizontal tube; Effect of
non-condensable gases; Dropwise condensation; Heat pipes; Boiling modes, pool boiling;
Hysteresis in boiling curve; Forced convection boiling.

Introduction to Mass Transfer:Introduction; Fick's law of diffusion; Steady state equimolar
counter diffusion; Steady state diffusion though a stagnant gas film.

Books:

l.Fundamentals of Heatand Mass Transfer, by Incroperra& DeWitt, John Wiley and Sons

2.Heat and Mass Transfer by Cengel, McGraw-Hill

3. Heat Transfer by J.P. Holman, McGraw-Hill

4.Heat and Mass Transfer by Rudramoorthy and Mayilsamy, Pearson Education

5. Heat Transfer by Ghoshdastidar, Oxford University Press

6. A text book on Heat Transfer" bv Sukhatme. Universitv Press.

7.Heat Transfer by Venkateshan, Ane Books Pvt Ltd

8. Schaum's outline of Heat Transfer by Pitts & Sisson McGraw-Hill

V.\\NnM-
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HEAT & MASS TRANSFER _ LAB

Minimum eight experiment of the following

1. Conduction - Experiment on Composite plane wall

2. Conduction - Experiment on Composite cylinder wall

3 Conduction - Experiment on critical insulation thickness

4. Conduction - Experiment on Thermal Contact Resistance

5. Convection - Pool Boiling experiment

6. Convection - Experiment on heat transfer from tube-(natural convection).

7. Convection - Heat Pipe experiment.

8. Convection - Heat transfer through fin-(natural convection) .

9. Convection-Heattransferthroughtube/fin-(forcedconvection).

10 Convection - Determination of thermal conductivitv of fluid

I I Experiment on Stefan's Law, on radiation determination of emissivity, etc.

12 Experiment on solar collector, etc.

LTP
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13. Heat exchanger - Parallel flow experiment

14. Heat exchanger - Counter flow experiment
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PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

LTP

300

UnitI

Metal Cutting-Mechanics of metal cutting. Geometry of tool and nomenclature .ASA system Orthogonal
vs. oblique cutting. Mechanics of chip formation, types of chips. Shear angle relationship. Merchant's
force circle diagram. Cutting forces, power required. Heat generation and cutting tool temperature, Cutting
fluids/lubricants. Tool materials. Tool wear and tool life. Machinability. Dynamometer, Brief introduction
to machine tool vibration and surface finish. Economics of metal cuttins.

Unit-il

Machine Tools

(i) Lathe: Principle, construction, types, operations, Turret/capstan, semi/Automatic, Tool layout

(ii) Shaper, slotter, planer: Construction, operations & drives.

(iii) Milling: Construction, Milling cutters, up & down milling. Dividing head & indexing. Max
chip thickness & power required.

(iv) Drilling and boring: Drilling, boring, reaming tools. Geometry of twist drills.

Unit-ilI

Grinding & Super finishing

(i) Grinding: Grinding wheels, abrasive & bonds, cutting action. Grinding wheel specification.
Grinding wheel wear - attritions wear, fracture wear. Dressing and Truing. Max chip thickness and
Guest criteria. Surface and cylindrical grinding.Centerless grinding

(ii) Super finishing: Honing, lapping and polishing.

Limits, Fits & Tolerance and Surface roughness:

Introduction to Limits, Fits, Tolerances and IS standards, Limit-gauges, and surface-roughness.

Unit-IV

B. Metal Joining (Welding)

Survey of welding and allied processes. Gas welding and cutting, process and equipment. Arc welding:
Power sources and consumables. TIG & MIG processes and their parameters. Resistance welding - spot,
seam projection etc. Other welding processes such as atomic hydrogen, submerged arc, electroslag, fricti
welding. Soldering &Brazing. Adhesive bonding. Thermodynamic and Metallurgical aspects in weldi
and weld, Weldability, Shrinkage/residual stress in welds. Distortions & Defects in
Weld decay inHAZ (---s.

\--
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Unit-V

C. Introduction to Unconventional Machining and Welding

Need & benefits, application and working principle of EDM, ECM, LBM, EBM, USM. AJM,
WJM. Similarly, non-conventional welding applications such as LBW, USW, EBW, Plasma- arc
welding, Diffusion welding, Explosive welding/cladding. Inhoduction to Hybrid machining
processes

Books and References:

Manufacturing Science - A. Ghosh and A.K. Mallik,Affiliated East-West Press

Fundamentals of Metal Machining and Machine Tools - Geoffrey Boothroyd, CRC
Press

Production Technology - R.K. Jain Khanna Publishers.

l.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOTOGY-II _ LAB

t T,P

002

Minimum eight experiments out of the following along-with study of the machines /
processes

L. Shear-angle determination (using formula) with tube cutting (for orthogonal) on lathe
machine.

2. Bolt (thread) making on Lathe machine

3. Tool grinding (to provide tool angles) on tool-grinder machine.

4. Gear cutting on Milling machine.

5. Machining a block on shaper machine.

6. Finishing of a surface on surface-grinding machine.

7. Drilling holes on drilling machine and study of twist-drill.

8. Study of different types of tools and its angles & materials.

9. Experiment on tool wear and tool life.

10. Experiment on jigs/Fixtures and its uses

!1. Gas welding experiment

t2. Arc welding experiment

13. Resistanceweldingexperiment.

14. Soldering & Brazing experiment

M4Vb



KINEMATICS OF MACHINES

L:T:P

3:2: 0

Unit I

Introduction, mechanisms and machines, kinematics and kinetics, types of links, kinematic
pairs and their classification, types of constraint, degrees of freedom of planar mechanism,
Grubler's equation, mechanisms, inversion of four bar chain, slider crank chain and double
slider crank chain.

Velocity analysis:Introduction, velocity of point in mechanism, relative velocity method,
velocities in four bar mechanism. instantaneous center .

Acceleration analysis:Introduction, acceleration of a point on a link, acceleration diagram,
Corioli's component of acceleration, crank and slotted lever mechanism,.

Unit II

Cams

Introduction, classification of cams and followers, cam profiles for knife edge, roller and flat
faced followers for uniform velocity, uniform acceleration,

Gears and gear trains

Introduction, classification of gears, law of gearing, tooth forms and their comparisons,
systems of gear teeth, length of path of contact, contact ratio, minimum number of teeth on
gear and pinion to avoid interference, simple, compound, reverted and planetary gear trains,
sun and planet gear train.

Unit III

Force analysis:Static force analysis of mechanisms, D'Alembert's Principle, dynamics of rigid
link in plane motion, dynamic force analysis of planar mechanisms, piston force and crank
effort. Turningmoment on crankshaft due to force on piston, Turning moment diagrams
single cylinder double acting steam engine, four stroke IC engine and \ulti-cylinder e

Fluctuation of speed, Flywheel. \N\\\':z
Unit IV



Balancing

Introduction,static balance, dynamic balance, balancing of rotating masses,two plane
balancing, graphical and analytical methods, balancing of reciprocating masses,

Governors:Introduction, types of governors, characteristics of centrifugal governors,
gravitycontrolled and spring controlled centrifugal governors, hunting of centrifugal
govemors, inertia governors. Effort and Power of govemor

Unit V

Brakes and dynamometers:

Introduction, Law of friction and types of lubrication, types of brakes, effect of braking
on rear and front wheels of a four wheeler, dynamometers, belt transmission
dynamometer, torsion dynamometer, hydraulic dynamometer

Text/Reference Books:

1. Kinematics and dynamics of machinery: Wilson and Sadler, Third edition, Pearson.

2. Theory of Mechanisms and Machines: AmitabhaGhosh and Ashok kumarMallik,
Third Edition Affiliated East-West Press.

3. Theory of Machines and Mechanisms: Joseph Edward Shigley and John
Joseph Uicker, Jr. Oxford University Press

4. Kinematics and dynamics of machinery: R L Norton, McGraw Hill

5. Theory of Mchines: S.S. Rattan, McGraw Hill

6. Theory of Mchines: Thomas Bevan, CBS Publishers.
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ENGINEERING OPTIMIZATION

LTP

310

UNIT I

Introduction:

Historical Developments, and Review of Engineering applications of Optimization
Techniques Linear Programming:

Simplex method, Revised simplex method, Two phase method, Duality, Dual simplex
method, Integer linear programming, 0-1 integer linear programming, solution by branch
and bound method.

LINIT II

Classical Optimization Techniques: Introduction, Review of single and

multivariableoptimization methods with and without constraints, Non-linear one-
dimensional minimization problems, Examples.

TINIT-III

Constrained Optimization Techniques: Introduction, Direct methods - Cutting plane
methodand Method of Feasibledirections, Indirect methods - Convex programming
problems, Exterior penalty function method, Examples and problems

TINIT-IV

Unconstrained Optimization Techniques: Introduction, Direct search method
Random,Univariate and Pattern search methods, Rosenbrock's method of rotating co-
ordinates, Descent methods - Steepest Decent methods-Quasi-Newton's and Variable
metric method, Examples.

UNIT-V

Geometric Programming: Introduction, Unconstrained minimization problems, solution
ofunconstrained problem from arithmetic-geometric inequality point of view, Constrained
minimization problems, Generalized polynomial optimization, Applications of geometric
problems, Introduction to stochastic optimi zation.

Books and References:

1. Engineering Optimizationby Ravindran, Wiley India

2. EngineeringOptimization:Theory and Application by S

3. Linear and Non Linear Programming by Luenberger , Narosa



'ME-501
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS

UNIT I

The Scope and Methods of Managerial Economics, Risk, Uncertainty and Probability Analysis.

:Optimization techniques: Total, Average and Marginal Relationships, Optimization Analysis.

Multivariate Optimization - Partial Derivatives; Contraint Optimization * by substitution, by

; Lagrangion Multiplier Method.

Approach to Managerial Decision Making and the theory of firm.

]UNIT II

:Demand Analysis, Basic Concepts, and tools of analysis for demand forecasting. Use of

business indicators; Demand forecasting for consumer, Consumer Durable and Capital Goods.

:Concepts in resource allocation, cost analysis; break even analysis, short run and long run cost

,functions; production functions; cost-price output relations - Capital Investment Analysis.

;Economics of size and capacity utilization; Input-Output Analysis.

UNIT III

Market Structure, Pricing and output; General Equilibrium.

Pricing - Objectives - Pricing Methods and Approaches Product Line Pricing - Differential

Pricing.

Advertising - Contribution of Economic Theory, Methods of Determining Total Advertising

Budget, Cyclical Fluctuations of Advertising, Measuring the Economic Effects of Advertising

UNIT IV

Capital Budgeting - Capital Management and Financial Policy - Monopoly Policy - Restrive

,Agreements - Price Discrimination - Measurement of Economic Concentration - Policy against
,Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Practices.

UNIT V

rNational Income and Product;

,determination.

Consumption,

1. Dominick Salvatore, Managerial Economics in a Global Economy, 4th Edition, Thomson,
2001
2. H. Craig Petersen, W. Cris Lewis, Managerial Economics, 4th Edition, Pearson Education,
Asia, 2001.
3. Joel Dean, Managerial Economics, Prentice Hall India Ltd., 2001.
4. O.P. Chopra, Managerial Economics, New Delhi, Tata McGraw Hill 1985.
5. PaulA. Samuelson and William D. Nordhans,Economics, Tata McGraw Hill,
6. Maheswari : Manegerial Economics,PHl,2002.

the theory of income

Text Books





6TH SEMESTER

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

UNIT-1

Introduction:Concept, development, application and scope of industrial management.

Productivity:Definition, measurement, productivity index , types of production system, industrial
ownership.

LrNIT_2

Management function:Principles of management- management tools - time and motion study,
work simplification- process charts and flow diagrams, production planning, specification of
production requirements.

LINIT-3

Inventory control:Inventory, cost, deterministic models , introduction to supply chain
management.

LTNIT-4

Quality control:Meaning, process control, SQC control charts , single, double and sequential
sampling, introduction to TQM.

LINIT-5

Environmental issues :Environmental pollution- various management techniques to control
environmental pollution- various control acts for air, water, solid waste and noise pollution.

llilM(./u'F*



FLUID MACHINERY

LTP

320

UNIT-I

Introduction: Impulse of Jet and Impulse Turbines:

Classification of Fluid Machines & Devices, Application of momentum and moment of
momentum equation to flow through hydraulic machinery, Euler's fundamental equation.
Introduction to hydrodynamic thrust ofjet on a fixed and moving surface (flat &curve),
Classification of turbines, Impulse turbines, Constructional details, Velocitytriangles, Power and

efficiency calculations, Goveming of Pelton wheel

UNIT-II

Reaction Turbines:Francis and Kaplan turbines, Constructional details, Velocity triangles, Power
and efficiency calculations, Degree of reaction, Draft tube, Cavitation in turbines, Principles of
similarity, Unit and specific speed, Performance characteristics, Selection of water turbines.

LINIT-III

Centrifu galPumps : Classifi cations

Efficiencies of centrifugal pumps,

characteristics.

of centrifugal pumps, Vector diagram, Work done by impellor,

UNIT-IV

B.---



Positive Displacement and other Pumps:Reciprocating pump theory, Slip, Indicator diagram,
Effect of acceleration, air vessels, Comparison of centrifugal and reciprocating pumps,

Performance characteristics.

TINIT-V

Hydraulic accumulator, Hydraulic intensifier, Hydraulic Press, hydraulic crane, hydraulic lift,
hydraulic Ram,hydraulic coupling, hydraulic torque converter, air lift pump, jet pump.

BOOKS:

1. Hydraulic Machines by Jagdish Lal, Metropolitan book co. pvt ltd.
2. Hydraulic Machines by K Subramanya,TataMcGraw Hill
3. Fluid Mechanics and Machinery by C.S.P.Ojha, R. Bemdtsson, P.N. Chandramouli,

Oxford University Press

4. Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Power Engineering by D S Kumar, S K Kataria& Sons

5. Fluid Mechanics and Turbo machines by Das, PHI
6. Fluid Power with Applications, by Esposito, Pearson

7. Fluid Mechanics and hydraulic machines by Modi& Seth, Standard Book House

8. Fundamentals of Turbomachinery by Venkanna B.K., PHI
9. Hydraulic Machines: Theory & Design, V.P.Vasandhani, Khanna Pub.

10. Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines by SukumarPati, Tata McGraw Hill

d
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Minimum ten experiments out of the following along with study of the machines and processes

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Impact of Jet experiment.

Experiment on Pelton wheel.

Experiment on Francis turbine.

Experiment on Kaplan turbine.

Experiment on Reciprocating pump.

Experiment on centrifugal pump.

Experiment on Hydraulic Jack/Press

Experiment on Hydraulic Brake

Experiment on Hydraulic Ram

Study through visit of any water pumping station/plant

Any other suitable experiment/test rig such as comparison & performance of
different types of pumps and turbines.

Experiment on Compressor

Experiment for measurement of drag and lift on aerofoil in wind tunnel

12,

13.

DYNAVIICS OF MACHTNES

UNTT I
r;ORCE ANAI,YSIS
Dynamic fbrce analysis - Inertia force and lnertia torque- D Alembert's principle -Dynamic Analysis
in reciprocating engines * Cas fbrces * lnertia effect of connecting rod* Bearing - Crank shali

\ Y,'

torque * Turning rnoment diagrams *Fly Wheels - FlywL:eels of punching presses-zfivnamics of



Can'r- fo I lower mechanism.

UNIT II

BALANCING
Static and dynamic balancing * Balancing of rotating masses - Balancing a single cylinder engine -
Balancing of Multi-c}'linder inline, V-engines * Partial balancing in e ngines * Balancing of linkages *
ISalancing machines-Fieid balancing of discs and rotors.

UNIT ITI

SINGLE DEGREE FREE VIBRATION :

Basic features of viblatory systems * Degrees of l?eedom * single degree of freedom * Free vibratio*
- Equations of motion * Natural frequency - Types of Damping - Ilamped vibration- "l'orsional

vibration of shaft - Critical srreeds of shafts * Torsional vibratio:r - Two and three rotor torsional
systems.

UNIT IV
FORCED VIBRATION
Response of one degree freedom systems to periodic forcing * Hanlonic disturba*ces -Disturbance
caused by unbala*ce - Support motion -transmissibility * Vibration isolation vibration rneasurement.
LINIT V
M€CHANISM FOR CONTROL

Gcvernors - Types - Centrifugal governors * Cravity controlled and spring controlled centrifugai
governors - Characteristics - Hf fect of friction - Controlling force curves. Gyroscopes -Gvroscopic
forces and lorques - Cyroscopic stabilization * Gyroscopic effbcts in Autonrobiies" ships and
airplanes.

T'EX'I'BOOK:
1. Uicker, J..1., Pennock C.R and Shigley, J.E., "Theory of Machines and Mechanisms" .3rd

Edition. Oxford University Press, 20Aq.
2. Raffan" S.S, "'l'heory of Machines", 3rd Edition" Tata McGraw-l{ill. 2009

/--1Ol----4#



THEORY OF MACHINES LAB

Minimum eight experiments out of the following:

1. Study of simple linkage models/mechanisms

Study of inversions of four bar linkage

Study of inversions of single/double slider crank mechanisms

Experiment on Gears tooth profile, interference etc.

Experiment on Gear trains

Experiment on longitudinal vibration

Experiment on transverse vibration

Experiments on dead weight type governor

Experiment on spring controlled governor

Experiment on critical speed of shaft

Experiment on gyroscope

Experiment on static/dynamic balancing

Experiment on Brake

Experiment on clutch

LTP
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2.

aJ.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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MACHINE DESIGN.II

L:T:P

3:2: 0

UNIT I

Principle of transmission and conjugate action

Spur Gears

Tooth forms, System of gear teeth, contact ratio, Standard proportions of gear systems,
Interference in involute gears, Backlash, Selection of gear materials, Gear manufacturing
methods, Design considerations, Beam strength of gear tooth, Dynamic tooth load, Wear
strength of gear tooth, Failure of gear tooth, Design of spur gears, AGMA and Indian
standards.

Helical Gears

Terminology, Proportions for helical gears, Forces components on a tooth of helical gear,
Virtual number of teeth, Beam strength& wear strength of helical gears, Dynamic load on
helical gears, Design of helical gears.

UNIT II Bevel

Gears:Terminology of bevel gears, Force analysis, Virtual number of teeth, Beam strength and

wear strength of bevel gears,Effective load of gear tooth, Design of a bevel gear system.

Worm Gears:Types of worms, Terminology, Gear tooth proportions, Efficiency of worm gears,

Heat dissipation in worm gearing, Strength and wear tooth load for worm gears, Design of worm
gearing system.

LINIT III

Sliding Contact Bearing:Types, Selection of bearing, Plain journal bearing, Hydrodynamic
lubrication, Properties and materials,Lubricants and lubrication, Hydrodynamic joumal bearing,

Heat generation, Design ofjournal bearing,

Thrust bearing-pivot and collar bearing, Hydrodynamic thrust bearing,



UNIT IV

Rolling Contact Bearing

Advantages and disadvantages, Types of ball bearing, Thrust ball bearing, Types of roller
bearing, Selection of radial ball bearing, Bearing life, Selection of roller bearings,
Dynamic equivalent load for roller contact bearing under constant and variable loading,
Reliability of Bearing, Selection of rolling contact bearing, Lubrication of ball and roller
bearing, Mounting of bearing

UNIT V

IC ENGINE parts,Selection of type of IC engine, General design considerations, Design of
cylinder and cylinder head; Design of piston and its parts like piston ring and gudgeon pin etc.;

Design of connecting rod; Design of crankshaft

Note: Design data book is allowed in the examination

Books and References:

1. Design of Machine Elements-V.B. Bhandari,TataMcGraw Hill Co.

2. Machine Design-Sharma and Agrawal, S.K. Kataria& Sons.

3. Machine Design, U C Jindal, Pearson Eductaion.

4. Design of Machine Elements, Sharma and Purohit, PHI.

5. Design of Machine Eesign-M.F. Spott, Pearson Eductaion

6. Machine Design-Maleev and Hartman, CBS Publishers.

7. Mechanical Engineering Design,9e - Joseph E. Shigely, McGraw Hill Education.

9. Elements of Machine Component Design, Juvinal&Marshek, John Wiley & Sons.
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MACHINE DESIGN LAB.2
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002

A. Computer and Language :students are required to learn the basics of computer language such

as Cand C** so that they should be able to write the computer progftunme (3practical turns)

B. Writing Computer progralnme for conventional design: Students

computerprogftlm and validate it for the design of machine components

(5practicalturns)

are required to write

done in theory subject

C. Mini Project: Each student will be given a real life problem for the complete design of
asubsystem/system using either manual calculation with the help of design handbook or through
computer programme, if needed. This will be done as home assignment to be submitted at the end

of the semester.
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REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING

LTP

300

Unit-l

Refrigeration:Introduction to refrigeration system, Methods of refrigeration, Carnot
refrigeration cycle, Unit of refrigeration, Refrigeration effect & C.O.P.

Air Refrigeration cycle:Open and closed air refrigeration cycles, Reversed Carnot
cycle, Bell Coleman or Reversed Joule air refrigeration cycle, Aircraft refrigeration
system, Classification of aircraft refrigeration system. Boot strap refrigeration,
Regenerative, Reduced ambient, Dry air rated temperature (DART).

Unit-2

Vapour Compression System:Single stage system, Analysis of vapour compression
cycle, Use of T-S and P-H charts, Effect of change in suction and discharge
pressures on C.O.P, Effect of sub cooling of condensate & superheating of
refrigerant vapour on C.O.P of the cycle, Actual vapour compression refrigeration
cycle, Multistage vapour compression system requirement, Removal of flash gas,

Intercooling, Different configuration of multistage system, Cascade system.

Unit-3

Vapour Absorption system; Working Principal of vapour absorption
refrigeration system, C ompari son b etween ab sorption & compres sion
systems, Elementary idea of refrigerant absorbent mixtures, Temperature -
concentration diagram & Enthalpy - concentration diagram , Adiabatic
mixing of two streams, Ammonia - Water vapour absorption system,
Lithium- Bromide water vapour absorption system, Comparison. Three fluid
system. x
Refriserants:

Classification of refrigerants, Nomenclature,
refrigerants, Common refrigerants, Secondary
refrigerants. Ozone layer depletion and global

Desirable properties of
refrigerants and CFC free
warming considerati

refrigerants



Unit-4

Air Conditioning:Introduction to air conditioning, Psychometric properties and their
definitions, Psychometric chart, Different Psychometric processes, Thermal
analysis of human body, Effective temperature and comfort chart, Cooling and

heating load calculations, Selection of inside & outside design conditions, Heat
transfer through walls & roofs, Infiltration & ventilation, Intemal heat gain,

Sensible heat factor ( SHF ), By pass factor, Grand Sensible heat factor ( GSHF),
Apparatus dew point (ADP). Air Washers, Cooling towers & humidifoing
efficiency.

Unit-5

Refrigeration Equipment & Application:Elementary knowledge of refrigeration &
air conditioning equipmentse.g compressors, condensers, evaporators & expansion
devices, Food preservation, Cold storage, Refrigerates Freezers, Ice plant, Water
coolers, Elementary knowledge of transmission and distribution of air through ducts

and fans, Basic difference between comfort and industrial air conditioning.

Books:

1. Refrigeration and Air conditioning by C.P Arora, McGraw-Hill

2. Refrigeration and Air conditioning, by Manohar Prasad, New Age International
(P) Ltd.Pub.

3. Refrigeration and Air conditioning by R. C. Arora, PHI

4. Principles of Refrigeration by Roy J. Dossat. Pearson Education

5. Refrigeration and Air conditioning by stoecker& Jones. McGraw-Hill

7. Refrigeration and Air conditioning by Arora&Domkundwar. DhanpatRai

7. Thermal Environment Engg. byKuhen, Ramsey &Thelked.

RB,FRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING Lab
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Minimum eight experiments out of the following:

Experiment on refrigeration test rig and calculation of various performance parameters.

Study of different types of expansion devices used in refrigeration system.

Study of different types of evaporators used in refrigeration systems.

To study basic components of air-conditioning system.

Experiment on air-conditioning test rig & calculation of various performance parameters.

Experiment on air washers

Study of window air conditioner.

Study & determination of volumetric efficiency of compressor.

Visit of a central air conditioning plant and its detailed study.

Visit of cold-storage and its detailed study.

l.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS

LTP

300

UNIT - I

Introduction, Classification of Vibration Systems, Harmonic motion, Vector
re[presentation of harmonic motion, Natural frequency & response, Effects of vibration,
superposition of simple harmonic motions, beats, Fourier analysis-analy.tical and
numerical methods.

Single Degree Freedom System, Equation of motion, Newton's method, D'Alembert's
principle, Energy method etc., Free vibration, Natural frequency, Equivalent systems,
Displacement, Velocity and acceleration, Response to an initial disturbance, Torsional
vibrations, Damped vibrations, Vibrations of systems with viscous damping, Logarithmic
decrement, Energy dissipation in viscous damping.

UNIT _ II

Single Degree Freedom: Forced Vibration Forced vibration, Harmonic excitation with viscous
damping, steady state vibrations, Forced vibrations with rotating and reciprocating unbalance,

Support excitation, Vibration isolation, Transmissibility, Vibration measuring instruments,

Displacement, velocity and acceleration measuring instruments

UNIT- III

Two Degree Freedom systems Introduction, Principal modes, Double pendulum, Torsional
system with damping, Coupled system, Principle of vibration absorber, Undamped
dynamic vibration absorbers, Torsional vibration absorber, Centrifugal pendulum
absorbers, Vibration isolators and Dampers.

UNIT- IV

Multi-degree Freedom system: Exact Analysis, Undamped free and forced vibrations of
multi-degree freedom systems, influence coefficients, Reciprocal theorem, Torsional
vibration of multi-degree rotor system, Vibration of gear system, Principal coor$

:r:1f"""r 
systems- Longitudinal vibrations of bars, Torsional vibrations2{ci*"fl 
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TINIT- V

Multi Degree Freedom system: Numerical Analysis by Rayleigh's method, Dunkerely's,
Holzer's and Stodola methods, Rayleigh-Ritz method

Critical speed of shafts, Whirling of uniform shaft, Shaft with one disc with and without
damping, Multi-disc shafts, Secondary critical speed.

Books and References:

1. Mechanical Vibrations - G. K. Groover. Jain Brothers. Roorkee.

2. Mechanical Vibrations-Theory & Practice, S Bhave, Pearson Education.

3. Mechanical Vibrations-Theory & Applications, Singhal, Katson Books.

4. Theory of Vibrations with Applications, Thomson&Dahleh, Pearson Education.

5. Elements of Vibration Analysis, L Meirovitch, McGraw-Hill Education.

6. Mechanical Vibrations - Tse, Morse & Hinkle

7. Mechanical Vibrations * V. Rama Murthv. Narosa Publications

8. Mechanical Vibrations - D. Nag, Wiley
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